Reportable Conduct Scheme
Update for School Staff

Aims of Session
• Build on learnings of staff since the
introduction of the Reportable
Conduct Scheme in July 2017
• Introduce new staff to the Reportable
Conduct Scheme
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Session Outline
• Recap on context of Reportable Conduct Scheme
• What are schools required to do?
• What are reportable allegations?
• What are staff required to do?
• What happens when a matter is reported?
• Going forward
• Scenarios
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Context: Vic Child Safety Reforms
Criminal law
reform

2014-15

Introduction of
Child Safe
Standards

2015-16

Monitoring/
oversight of
child safe
organisations

2016-17

Child Safe Schools

3 new criminal offences introduced:
•

grooming

•

failure to disclose child sexual abuse

•

failure to protect a child from sexual abuse

• Mandatory Child Safe Standards introduced for all organisations
engaged in child-related work from 1 January 2016
• Ministerial Order No 870 (applicable to schools)
• Commission for Children & Young People (CCYP) given ‘child
safety enforcement powers’ from 1 January 2017
• Reportable Conduct Scheme introduced from 1 July 2017
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Recap: 7 Child Safe Standards
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Strategies to embed organisational culture of child safety (including
effective leadership arrangements)
Child safe policy or statement of commitment to child safety
Code of conduct that establishes clear expectations for appropriate
behaviour with children
Screening, supervision, training and other HR practices to reduce risk of
child abuse
Processes for responding to & reporting suspected child abuse
Strategies to identify and reduce / remove risks of child abuse
Strategies to promote participation & empowerment of children
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What is the
Reportable
Conduct
Scheme?

• A system to independently oversee and
monitor organisational responses to
suspected child abuse
• Centralised reporting to CCYP of any
allegations against ‘employees’ that involve
child abuse or misconduct re children
• Aims to ensure individuals who pose a risk to
children can be excluded from working with
children… even if they don’t have a criminal
record
• Operating since 1 July 2017 for all schools
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Interaction with other reporting obligations

Child Safe Schools

•

The Reportable Conduct Scheme does not replace
other reporting requirements for protection of children

•

Still comply with PROTECT

•

Where relevant or required by law, continue to report
to:
– Victoria Police (where criminal conduct committed
or suspected)
– Child Protection (if child is in need of protection)
– Government funding bodies (as part of funding/
service agreement obligations
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What do schools need to do?
Schools are required to:
• Have systems in place to protect children (see Child Safe
Standards)
• Have processes to enable allegations to be brought to an
appropriate person (see Child Safe Standard 5)
• Report allegations of reportable conduct to CCYP
• Investigate allegations of reportable conduct

The legal obligation lies with the ‘head of entity’ or employer in practice the principal plays a lead role

What systems do schools need?
Schools must have systems in place to:
• Keep all children safe
• Prevent reportable conduct from being
committed
• Enable anyone to make reportable allegations
to the principal
• Enable reportable allegations that involve the
principal or employer to be reported directly to
CCYP

Who is covered?
Schools must report allegations of reportable
conduct that involve:
• Staff employed by the school
• Volunteers at the school
• Contractors engaged by the school
• Officers of a religious body (e.g. parish priest)
• School board members, office holders
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What allegations must schools report?
• Principals must facilitate a report to CCYP where they have any information
that leads a person to form a reasonable belief that:

• an employee has committed reportable conduct (see next slide)
OR
• an employee has committed misconduct which may include reportable
conduct
• Regardless of whether the conduct occurred in or out of the workplace
• Regardless of whether the conduct was recent or occurred prior to 1 July 2017
• Staff should inform principal/employer of any potential reportable allegation
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Identifying Reportable Conduct
Sexual
Offences
e.g. rape or sexual
assault; offence
relating to child
abuse material

Sexual
misconduct

Physical
violence

e.g. crossing
professional
boundaries

Actual/apprehended
e.g. pushing,
shoving, grabbing,
shaking

e.g. sexually
explicit comments

e.g. inappropriate
restraint / excess
force

Significant
psychological
/ emotional
harm
e.g. severe
sustained verbal
abuse
e.g. severe
humiliation /
belittling;
persistent
hostility/rejection

Significant
neglect
e.g. clothing or
food; medical
care; supervision;
provision of
drugs/alcohol

against, with or in the presence of a child
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What is not reportable under the scheme?
• Conduct that falls outside of the definition of reportable conduct
• Allegations made by students against other students
• Allegations made against parents (unless the parent is a staff member,
volunteer or contractor of the school)
• Misconduct that does not involve reportable conduct (e.g. producing a
fake medical certificate)
• Physical contact that is lawful behaviour, e.g. reasonable steps to protect
a student from harm
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Reportable conduct & use of restraint
• Physical violence may include ‘inappropriate restraint and
excessive force’.
• Restraint is the use of force to prevent, restrict or subdue the
movement of a student’s body or part of their body where
the student is not free to move away
• Restraint does not include ‘protective physical interventions’,
i.e. physical contact to block, deflect or redirect a student’s
actions, or disengage from a student’s grip but from which a
student can move freely away
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Physical
violence
e.g. pushing,
shoving,
grabbing, shaking
e.g. inappropriate
restraint / excess
force
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Limited use of restraint
• Restraint should not be used except in an emergency where:
– the student's behaviour poses imminent threat of physical harm AND
– the action is reasonable in all the circumstances AND
– there is no less restrictive means of responding in the circumstances

• Restraint should be discontinued as soon as immediate danger has
passed
• Restraint should NOT be used as a response to inappropriate behaviour
• Where use of restraint is inappropriate or excessive it may amount to
reportable conduct under the heading of ‘physical violence’
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Dealing with challenging behaviour
• Some responses to dealing with challenging behaviour can
result in a reportable allegation (e.g. use of restraint,
seclusion, yelling at students)
• Prioritise preventing negative behaviour, developing positive
behaviour (including communication skills, self-regulation and
coping strategies) and creating a positive school climate
• Every effort should be made to prevent the need for the use of
physical restraint or seclusion
• Staff should receive appropriate training
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What happens after a report is made?
Notify

Investigate

Update

• The principal/employer must ensure notification to CCYP within 3 working days of becoming aware
and forming a ‘reasonable belief’ of a reportable allegation
• must investigate or arrange for investigation of an allegation – subject to police clearance if criminal
• must advise CCYP who is undertaking the investigation
• must manage the risks to children
• Within 30 working days must provide CCYP detailed information about the reportable allegation and
any action you have taken.

• must notify CCYP of the investigation findings and disciplinary actions the head of entity has taken (or
why no action was taken)
Outcomes
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What if an allegation is made against me?
If you are the subject of a reportable allegation:
•

The school will follow a fair process, in line with clause 13 of the
VCEMEA

•

The school will provide you with support

•

You will be given an opportunity to explain what happened

•

You will be given the opportunity to have a support person

The Scheme does not change what is acceptable behaviour – it adds
an extra layer of oversight into how schools manage such matters
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What happens after an investigation?
•

There are 5 potential outcomes from an investigation - just because an allegation has
been reported, does not mean it will be found to be reportable conduct.
POTENTIAL FINDING
Substantiated
Unsubstantiated – insufficient evidence
Unsubstantiated – lack of evidence of weight
Unfounded
Conduct outside scheme

OUTCOME
Reportable conduct
Not reportable conduct

•

The school will deal with the matter as per normal processes and clause 13.

•

CCYP will review the outcome and may provide information to VIT and/or Working
with Children Check Unit of Department of Justice
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What does this mean for staff?
•

Make child-safety part of the fabric of our school and comply with Child Safe Standards

•

Ensure everyone knows their role in keeping children safe

•

Maintain a focus on ongoing child safety risk assessment and review

•

Make time for open conversations about child safety including expectations about adult
behaviour with children

•

Ensure young people have a voice and can raise concerns

•

Increased awareness and vigilance of professional boundaries with children at school
and outside school

•

Follow school processes to raise any concerns with your principal or other leadership as
appropriate

•

Keep informed – access information from CCYP
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Scenarios
Are these
allegations
reportable?
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Scenario 1: are these allegations reportable?
Katherine is a music teacher at your school and is highly experienced.
While conducting bus duty you notice Amanda, a year 3 student (who is
difficult to manage), behaving out of character and looking anxious.
You ask Amanda if she is okay. Amanda responds that she does not like
school on Wednesday as it is a music day and Katherine calls her ‘a silly
little girl’ and today pulled her pony tail to make her sit down in her chair.
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Scenario 1: is it reportable?
Yes
The alleged conduct potentially involves:
• physical violence against a child (pulling hair) and
• behaviour that causes significant emotional or psychological harm to a
child
(note: must be a link between alleged behaviour and harm to the child;
harm must be significant).
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Scenario 1: what should a staff member do?
The staff member should:
• Ensure Amanda is safe
• Make a record of the conversation and Amanda’s allegations
• Report the matter to the Principal (or in accordance with internal
reporting lines)
• Principal will manage / seek advice
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Scenario 2: is this allegation reportable?
John is a year 5 student at your school. John’s mum comes into your
office one day to complain that a teacher, Mr Stewart, has posted photos
of her son and other students on social media.
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Scenario 2: is it reportable?
Most likely - No
• At this stage, based on available information, the allegation does not
meet the definition of reportable conduct.
• The behaviour does not seem to be behavior that may cause
‘significant emotional or psychological harm’ or misconduct that may
involve reportable conduct. However, this may be different if the photos
are particularly embarrassing or inappropriate, or there are
inappropriate or offensive comments linked to the photos.
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Scenario 2: what should a staff member do?
The staff member should:
• Make a record of the conversation
• Report the matter to the Principal (or in accordance with internal
reporting lines)
• Principal will manage / seek advice
• In this case, the alleged conduct is not reportable but may be misconduct
(breach of social media policy) and should be dealt with as a disciplinary
matter either informally or under clause 13 of the Victorian Catholic
Education Multi Education Agreement 2013.
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Scenario 3: is this allegation reportable?
Karen is a Year 11 student at your school. Karen’s mum comes to your
office and tells you that Lucy wants to stop studying history because last
week, her history teacher Mr Smith looked at her chest during a
conversation they had in class.
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Scenario 3: is it reportable?
At this stage, No
• At this stage, the allegation does not meet the definition of reportable
conduct
• The allegation is not ‘misconduct involving reportable conduct’, and
does not involve the commission of a sexual offence or sexual
misconduct.
• The behavior does not seem to be behavior that may cause
‘significant emotional or psychological harm’.
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Scenario 3: what should a staff member do?
The staff member should:
• Make a record of the conversation and the allegations
• Report the matter to the Principal (or in accordance with internal
reporting lines)
• Even though the alleged conduct may not be reportable, it should still
be dealt with as necessary by school leadership.
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Scenario 4: are these allegations reportable?
Alice is a student at your school. Alice has been diagnosed with anxiety disorder and
often has panic attacks. According to Alice’s behavior support plan, there is a clear
process that when Alice has a panic attack she takes herself to a calming space (with set
strategies in place for her to access).
Alice’s mother Judy calls to complain that following a power outage at home, Alice had a
severe panic attack and told her mum that her teacher would put her in a dark room on
her own until she stopped crying. Alice felt that she was not able to leave the room and
was scared of the dark (this was significantly different to the calming space that was
provided). Judy believes this may explain why Alice wants to sleep in her parents’ room
with the night light on for the last 6 months.
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Scenario 4: is it reportable?
Yes
The alleged conduct involves behavior that causes significant emotional
or psychological harm to a child.
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Scenario 4: what should a staff member do?
The staff member should:
• Make a record of the conversation with Judy and the allegations
• Report the matter to the Principal (or in accordance with internal
reporting lines)
• Principal will manage / seek advice
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